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Textile recycling is becoming ever more important with the mounting waste of the fast fashion 
industry. In the region of North-West Europe, approx. 4.7 million tons of used textiles are 
currently collected annually [Cir20]. Less than one percent of those textiles are recycled, 

although up to 26% of EU27´s textile waste could be recycled by 2030 [BFG+17], [HJL+22]. 

Of the many problems sustainable textiles have to tackle, there are three most notably. These 
are: first the mixed materials commonly found in textiles and their separation, second: replacing 
fossil based carbon sources with renewable ones and third: reducing the impact of leaked 
polymers by making them biodegradable. The separation requires specified methods for the 
respective target polymer, that have the least possible impact on non-target polymers in the 
mixture. On the one hand this enables the purest separated products, on the other hand it does 
not impact the next processes in the recycling cascade of non-target polymers. Here the 
selectivity of enzymes can be of great value. To even increase the versatility of this carbon 
source we can use genetically modified microorganisms to convert the degradation products 
to biodegradable polymers or basic chemicals. 

In our Presentation we will show how enzymes can be used in the textile industry for recycling 
with some up to date examples of their applications and some ongoing research. This will 
include examples from industry, literature and our own research.  
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